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Blue linen shirt  $275, Lucho
Light blue linen pants  $255, Lucho
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Takashi Murakami flower soccer ball  $400, sloan/hall
J. Antonio Farfan pastels on paper 19 X 25 framed  $850 each, jantoniofarfan.com
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Susie Hernandez

F R O M  T H E  P U B L I S H E R

In past issues, we have primarily focused upon women’s fashion, beauty and professional and artistic

success. While we readily acknowledge that Asian women are vibrantly alluring, talented and

intelligent, we have been remiss not to honor some of the men within our community whose stature

and accomplishments certainly make them worthy of recognition.  Sorry guys. We will try to do

better (starting with this issue, in fact).

Within the pages of this month’s issue of Yellow Magazine, we are pleased to highlight a prominent

Asian American athlete, a movie star, an artist, and a public figure. It is with considerable pride that

we spotlight these men. May you be inspired by their insight and vision. May their dedication and

passion, their talent and generosity, capture your imagination and excite you to pursue all the

possibilities of which you are capable of achieving.

Viet Hoang

Publisher
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The color yellow has played a recurrent symbolic role throughout
the history of Asian culture. It symbolizes the earth that sustains
all life, yet has been embraced by Buddhist monks as an
expression of unchallenged power. Such is the role of yellow:
always revered but in different ways under different
circumstances.

The mission of Yellow Magazine is to introduce our readers to
the artistic , fashion, lifestyle and entertainment contributions
made by Asian Americans. It is our hope that the depth and
breadth of the topics and events we cover do justice to the pride
that the color yellow has represented throughout the millennia.
As the publisher of the Yellow Magazine,  my last name is Hoang,
which also means yellow. Just as I am proud of my name, I am
proud of my heritage, and proud of Yellow Magazine.
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Asia House Reception for Architect Yoshio Taniguchi
Held at the home of Charles and Lily Foster

Nanik and Suneeta Vaswani, AST Exec. Dir. Nancy Hawes

Gordon Quan, Edward R. Allen III, Theodore Louie

Sima Bhakta, Deborah ColtonChristina Girard, Edward Allen, Hon. G.R. Baluch Rajada Fleming, Dr. Mark Fleming

Anu and Asha Mahendra, Suneeta Vaswani Albert Chao, Dr. Hui-Ming Chang, Dr. Edward Yeh

Reception for Japanese Ship Kashima
Held in Galveston, Texas

Sumiya Endar, Tokiko Mastumoto

Astronaut Dr. Koichi Wakata, Mr.Kamo, Lyda Ann Thomas, Astronaut Akihiko Hoshide

Captain JMSDF Takenobu Minami, Yuki Rogers Admiral Robert Smith, Dr. Bowen Loftin, Vincent Sanchez

Elsie Hoang, Shelly Sakura Gibbs, Robert W. Gibbs Erica GaHee, Melonie Bolton, Natalie Robertson Colonel Clyde Walker, Antonio Cerrillo, Commander Jeffry Wood

Takako Yamaguchi, Christoph Spieler, Katherine Kuster

Margaret Tindel, Nancy Frendenburg

Brad Richards, Nanako Tingleaf, Glen Gondo

Captain Sasaki, Donna Cole, Mr. Yoshihiko Kamo, Yuki Rogers

Rina Gavai, Suneeta Vaswani, Judy Chapman Hon. Nana Booker, M. David Lowe

Margaret Bott, Tom Griffin, Henry Liang, Miya Shay

Dr. John Mendolsohn, Sam and Puchi Spritzer

Yoshio Taniguchi, Hon. G.R. Baluch,  Harutaka Oribe, Viet Hoang, William Fong, Jing Fong
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You are an immigration attorney. Why did you select this area of
specialization?

I’ve had the chance to practice in a variety of areas. I realized that, for me,
the practice of law is really an extension of my commitment to public
service. I wanted to practice in an area of the law that helped people.
Immigration law is that for me.

Tell us a little about your family and how they impacted your academic
and career choices.

My parents have always been supportive, and never forced anything on
me. They encouraged my desire to work in public service. From an early
age, they encouraged my sister and me to understand that we have a
responsibility to be an active part of the community.

You are incredibly involved in the community and your focus appears to
be on government and education. You have had a taste of both. Does one
or the other capture you more passionately?

I really see them as one in the same. We have to significantly improve our
educational system, or nothing else we do matters. Government has a
critical role in that.

Diversity rules supremely in American culture. Asians, in particular are
playing a growing role in all aspects of American society and there is a
significant immigration impact. Is this affecting the focus/operations of
HCC?

Yes. We are working everyday to make our staff and faculty reflect the
growing diversity of our society. Moreover, HCCS is ahead of the curve in
understanding that we truly live in a global environment. We have the
largest international student population of any community college in the
U.S. and we now offer HCCS courses around the globe.

What do you consider to be the most pressing near-term and long-term
issues facing HCCS?

Our near and short term goals are really one and the same—we must
increase enrollment. Thousands of individuals fall out of the system,
whether by dropping out of high school or never making it to college. They
face a life of economic and social despair. We are committed to “closing
that gap,” and getting them back into the workforce through HCCS.

HCC’s website provides demographic data covering 1997 through 2005.
Whereas, the Asian/Pacific Islander population in HCC’s service area fell
from 5.5% to 3.4%, their representation within the student body dropped
slightly from 13.8% to 12%, respectively. Would it be fair to state that
their representation in the student body has increased?

Yes. Asian American’s are a significant
portion of our student body, particularly
in the Southwest.

What are the demographic influences
that have been impacting HCCS and
how are they being addressed?

Our country is becoming increasingly diverse, and we are working hard to
reach out to every community. We have added programs and approaches
that are tailored to each community. The days of the one-size-fits-all
approach to educational delivery is over and we are leading the way.

The size of HCCS’ student body approaches that of UT-Austin. If so, the
influence that the institution exerts upon the number of people entering
Houston’s workforce in the near future cannot be understated. How does
HCCS develop its curriculum? Is it determined by the students, the business
community, or other forces?

That’s a great question. We develop the curriculum based on a few factors.
First and foremost, we offer classes that are proscribed by the SACC
(Southern Association of Community Colleges). But we are always seeking
significant involvement from the community to develop courses. For
example, through discussions I had with the principal at Sharpstown High
School in Southwest Houston, we are now offering Chinese and Vietnamese

classes there, the first and only high school in
the state to be offering such classes.

 You have a Bachelors Degree in government
and economics and a Masters Degree in public
affairs. You specialize in one of the most
politically charged areas of law currently
occupying the nation’s attention. You have
consulted with numerous agencies and
governmental bodies; you chair the HCCS Board
and you ran for Houston City Council. I am
compelled to ask, given the depth and breadth
of the experiences you have gained, are you
preparing for a formidable political future?

Thank you for the compliment. I have a real
passion for public service, and I am committed
to working to help our community. Whether or
not that means elected office, I’m unsure. What
I am sure about is that I will continue to remain
active in service.

Jay Aiyer
     It’s All About
an Education

C O M M U N I T Y

by  H EN RI  MERCERON

Jay Aiyer is serving as the 2006 Board Chair of Houston Community College System. His tenure with

HCCS began in 2001 when he was appointed to the Board of Trustees. Jay appears to practice the

efficiency that he strives to inject into the spheres of higher education and government administration.

How else could he effectively fulfill the duties of his profession as an immigration attorney for the firm

of Tindall and Foster, P.C., be an active parent of two young children, and chair the HCCS Board?

Jay is an Asian American of distinction in the Houston area. He was the City of Houston’s first Asian

American Chief of Staff (under Mayor Lee P. Brown) and the youngest person to ever fill that position.

Furthermore, Jay is the first person of Asian descent to serve on the HCCS Board of Trustees. It seems

reflexive to ask, what other “firsts” will Jay deliver in the years to come? As they say, “time will tell”

but we at Yellow Magazine wanted to introduce you to the man who you will undoubtedly hear more

about as the years unfold.

  HCCS is ahead of the curve in understanding
             that we truly live in a global environment

Clothing provided by Lucho.
Photography by Jack Opatrany.
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Project Runway party
Held at the Art Institute

Lumang Sam, Stephanie Chin, Viet Nguyen, Mani Hing

Ansokha Sam, Mimi Nguyen

Kenneth Reese, Betsy ReeseMichelle Nguyen, Steve Nguyen

Vivi Nguyen, Quang Nguyen, Anh Vu Katherine Quirona, Ha Nguyen

The models strut their stuff

Page Parks model Ross, Adam Voung, Steven Phan

Iza Arce, Ivy Arce

Andy Huynh, Sydney Dao, Jason Hiransonboon

Anh Nguyen, Phuong Nguyen

Project Runway Season 2 winner Chloe Dao
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Dustin Nguyen
Outsourcing Offshore with

A R T  &  C U L T U R E

by  VI ET HOANG

Upper left: The Rebel

Left: The Rebel

Right: Little Fish

Did your parents inspire you to become an actor?

Actually, they did not. My dad had a TV show for kids in Saigon.
He used to try to put me in the show, but I would always hide
behind the other kids, not wanting to be involved at all. But my
parents did expose me to many films; so my love for films started
very young.

Being one of the first Vietnamese-American actors to have
attained mainstream success, did you feel a responsibility to
portray Vietnamese people or culture as accurately as possible?

Well, maybe not as accurately as possible, but certainly as
positively as possible. It’s more important to me to show the
humanity of the Vietnamese people and culture.

You were a big teen idol in the late 80’s. With 21 Jump Street
continuing to run in syndication, do you still receive a lot of
“teen” fan mail?
show. Even now, people still recall it wherever I am in the world.
I was in Sydney last year and people over there would tell me
how much they love the show, especially with the DVD’s coming
out now.

Your movie with Cate Blanchett, Little Fish, was recently released on DVD.
You have said that the story offered the best portrayal of modern
Vietnamese culture in a mainstream film. Why do you believe that?

Well, the Vietnamese characters in the film are written with intelligence
and respect. They are real human beings with human conflicts and
problems. My character, Jonny, is essentially an Aussie bloke that could
have been cast with a white actor – or any ethnicity, really. There’s also
Vietnamese music featured extensively in the film and on its popular
soundtrack, which hasn’t been so in American films.

You are currently in Vietnam finishing up two
movies, The Rebel and Saigon Eclipse. Is this the
first time you have been back to Vietnam since
leaving as a child? What has the experience been
like? Do you still have family there?

It was an eye-opening trip. It’s been 32 years since
I left Saigon. All my relatives are still there, and I
got to see my grandmother (on my mom’s side)
who raised my brother and me when my parents
were busy working. Personally, it was very
emotional. Professionally, it was quite fulfilling
because you’re making films amongst your own
people, and all the characters are, well, people,
three dimensional characters. You’re telling stories
that are happening around you every day. You and
the character you play are not exotic and foreign.

After being back in Vietnam, what is one thing
that you cannot find in the United States that you
now cannot live without?

Creative fulfillment.

The Rebel is a film that takes place in the 1920’s,
when Vietnam was under French colonial rule and
anti-French rebellions were occurring throughout
the country. Can you provide a brief description
of your character and why you accepted the role?

I play Sy, the head of the French secret service
whose sole job is to track down the rebels and
eliminate them for the French. Sy believes that
Vietnam can use the French to advance itself
technologically, and become a stronger nation.
After that, the French could be discarded and
Vietnam could rule itself. Sy and the rebel both
want what’s good for Vietnam, but their
approaches are different. I took this role because
I have been dying to play a villain, one that is three-
dimensional. I have also wanted to do a film where
I get to speak Vietnamese. Again, it’s also
refreshing for me to see a Vietnamese film that
is not about a bunch of refugees or gangsters.

The other movie you are working on is Saigon Eclipse, in which you play
Kim, a Vietnamese-American director from Los Angeles who has gone
back to Vietnam to become part of the new wave of Vietnamese film
culture. Do you see yourself in Kim? Do you have any plans to direct or
produce movies?

I think this is the closest to me in a character that I have done. I have been
offered a few producing opportunities there, as well as to act. We’ll see...I
don’t want to talk too much about it just yet.

Will Saigon Eclipse be released in the U.S., or only in Vietnam?

Vietnam is its market, but its sales agent, Arclights, has plans to release
it internationally, as well.

The two current films you are working on have Vietnamese directors and
producers. How do you see the future of Vietnamese movies? Is there a
reason you are acting in so many movies produced overseas – especially
Vietnam – rather than in the U.S.?

My prediction is that Vietnamese films will be the next hot thing out of
Asia. It’s small but growing very fast, and this growth will continue in the
next five years. The industry has a lot of catching up to do, of course, but
it will get there. As for me, working on overseas films, I am not very happy
with the roles Asian American men are offered in Hollywood for the most
part. I go where the interesting material is, and in this case, it’s been
overseas. I’m not giving up on Hollywood yet, but it’s not enticing me
much, lately. When I first started out, it was different...you just wanted
any job, but as I get older and have had some success...it’s harder for me
to do roles that don’t represent Asian Americans in a positive light and
which are artistically shallow.

Tell us a little about your involvement with The Christopher Reeve
Paralysis Foundation.

My wife, Angela, and I are determined to bring awareness to the Asian
community, in particular, about this foundation. We want to spread the
word about what it stands for and about its vast resources to help people
in dealing with paralysis. We are their spokespersons.

You have worked with many famous actors. Which actor or actress have
you enjoyed working with the most, and why?

The obvious one is Cate Blanchett. And for obvious reasons, words are not
enough to tell why.

Given a choice, with which director would you like to work and why?

There are so many, but the one that comes to mind is Wong-Kar Wai. All
the actors in his films do their best work, not to mention that he makes
them look great, and I don’t mean only in appearance.

What is next for you, professionally and personally?

Whatever comes. There are some things that have been put in front of
me. The right thing will show itself. But I have a feeling it will be in Asia.

Dustin Nguyen was one of the first of a very small

group of Vietnamese American actors to enter

mainstream television and film entertainment.

He has starred in such television shows as 21 Jump

Street with Johnny Depp, and VIP with Pamela

Anderson Lee. Over the years he has guest starred

on such shows as Magnum P.I., General Hospital

and The A-Team, and has appeared in a variety of

high-profile films. In 1975, Dustin’s parents and

brother were forced to flee Vietnam and move to

the United States, where they settled in St. Louis,

Missouri. His mother was an actress and a dancer,

and his father is an actor, writer, and producer.

I had a chance to catch up with Dustin while he

was in Vietnam finishing up two movies.

           My prediction is that
Vietnamese films will be
     the next hot thing out of Asia
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Things to Consider

E S S E N T I A L S

It’s a Man’s, Man’s World

Geoffrey Young Belt Buckles

Take it up a notch with these uniquely crafted belts with meticulously
sculpted, oxidized, polished, and brush sterling silver buckles.

$450

Atelier New York

Peel Gallery Shop, 4411 Montrose,
Houston, TX 77006, 713.520.8122, peelgallery.org

Piezo Lighters

These python and leather butane lighters may
very well prove that beauty is skin deep.

$140

sloan/hall, 2620 Westheimer Houston, TX 77098,
713.942.0202, sloanhall.com

Tiffany Watch

For the power player who’s making
deals by day and romancing by
night, this 18 kt rose gold Tiffany
Mark T-57 Chronograph will rise to
the occasion. Available this
September.

$19,500

Tiffany & Co., Galleria

Snack Bowl

Balance your diet with this Ying and Yang 1959 snack
bowl by Kate Weinreis for Porzellan Manufakter
Nymphenburg

$235

sloan/hall, 2620 Westheimer Houston, TX 77098,
713.942.0202, sloanhall.com

Deep Sea Vodka and Deep Sea Rum

Breaking the Ice" is easy to do with
these premium, triple filtered spirits
in unique handcrafted bottles. Surely
will impress  your guests.

$34

Specs, various locations,
specsonline.com

Cuban Seed Cigars

Put a little Casablanca into your summer with these
Cuban Seed cigars.

$5 to $25

Lucho, 1121 Uptown Park Blvd. #12,
Houston, TX 77056, 713.961.3577
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by  PH I LI P  CUSIM ANOWine Bridges

W I N E

Those “in the know” tell me that today’s most
popular wine is pinot grigio. Although produced in
the United States, this variety is most associated with
Italy. Authentic pinot grigio is a serious wine but the
bulk of what is available in grocery stores is a watery
rendition that, at best, may be described as “non-
offensive”. It is simple to understand, goes down easily,
is served cold and is kind of fun to pronounce. This
is the perfect description of a “wine bridge” or an
entry-level wine that will lead one to more complex
offerings.

Various bridges into wine enjoyment have appeared
from generation to generation. In the late sixties to
mid-seventies there was Boone’s Farm (a wine based
beverage) that offered many middle class young adults
their first introduction to drinking wine. Today, many
of us who started with Strawberry Hills opt for a fine
chianti or Napa Valley cabernet. The introduction of
Boone’s Farm products represented a turning point
in the marketing of wine and the Gallo family should
be saluted for their vision.

In the late seventies, the number one selling wine
in Houston was lambrusco. It was an Italian red wine
that was “sweet and fruity”, served cold and affordable.
Today, many of those who have survived a lambrusco
“hangover” currently sniff corks and bemoan the high
price of bordeaux.

The lambrusco craze was followed by “wine
coolers” in the eighties. These were wine based
beverages that stormed the grocery stores and television
airways with the likes of the folksy “Fred Bartles &
Ed James” who always “thanked us for our support”.
Once again, they went down like soda pop, were
inexpensive and sold in great volume. Former wine
cooler aficionados are now including wine cellars in
their new homes.

Next, came the attack of the white zinfandel. This
innocuous beverage was low in alcohol, price and
taste (it is lightly sweet) and was served cold. This
marketing phenomenon took control and heralded
a new category of wine referred to as “blush”. These
were predominantly red wines that were manipulated
to appear pink in color. As evidence of its impact
before white zinfandel, all zinfandel was red. Today,
when a consumer requests zinfadel, it is necessary to
specify red or white. Graduates of white zinfandel
now anxiously await the arrival of the current issue
of “The Wine Spectator” and seek those magical wines
rated 90 and above.

From “Boone’s Farm” to pinot grigio and all those
in between, it is a sweet trip that never ends. Our
taste is constantly changing, evolving and requiring
more complexity and higher levels of quality. So
wherever you are on the tolerance scale, always be
open to new flavor sensations because we just “don’t
know what we don’t know”.

     From Boone’s Farm
         to Pinot Grigio

Wines available at Spec's Wines, Spirits, & Finer Foods, various locations.
Visit specsonline.com for the store nearest you.

Here are some suggestions that should satisfy
most of us on the wine journey.

Monte Campo Pinot Grigio 2004

This Italian pinot grigio is sourced from the Venezie regions which produces much bulk wine.
This one is better than most. It has nice tropical fruit flavors and is crisp and dry with good
minerality. Not a wine for the long haul but fine as a cocktail while one lies by the pool. It
will go well with lighter seafood dishes. $8.00

Kestrel “Pure Platinum” Non-vintage, Second Edition

From the Yakima Valley in Washington (which is a great area for wines) is an interesting entry
to the Texas market. The label is adorned with the drawing of a platinum blond evocative of
the great pop icon, Marilyn Monroe, the wine is a blend of Gewürztraminer and Viognier. It’s
a lot of fun. Soft, medium bodied with flavors of peach fruit and undertones of smokiness,
probably by way of the Gewürztraminer. This is also wonderful as a cool refreshing drink and
should go well with Asian food. $16.00

Valditerra Gavi 2004

One of my favorite white wines, gavi is found in ltaly’s Piedmont region and is produced
solely with the cortese grape. Laura Valditerra’s rendition is the best available and stands up
well against many other types of white wine. Crisp and full-bodied, this wine has tones of
citrus and other tropical fruit. The long dry finish offers a subtle hint of cream, all infused in
a brisk mineral package. Serve with most seafood, especially shell fish, as well as grilled white
meats and dishes with garlic and/or lemony accents. $24.00

     Former wine cooler
 aficionados are now
        including wine cellars
      in their new homes
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Photographer : Debbie Porter     Stylist : Summar Salah     Hair & Makeup : Grace Lin

Brian Ching
Blue stripe suit  $1495, Lucho
Light blue shirt  $255, Lucho
Blue flower tie  $155, Lucho
Painting: “The Flat Earth” by J. Antonio Farfan  $6,000, jantoniofarfan.com

Houston Dynamos and
World Cup star for the U.S. team
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Brian Ching
Coached by his mother from the age of seven, Brian Ching began his professional

soccer career in 2001 with the Los Angeles Galaxy and joined franchises in Seattle and

San Jose before arriving in Houston.

Determined and driven, Brian has become one of the most effective forwards in MLS

(Major League Soccer) today. He has tenaciously emerged from numerous traumatic

injuries with such determination that he was named MLS Comeback Player of the Year

in 2004, and has regained his position as a leading scorer since joining the Houston

Dynamo team this year. Is it a coincidence that his favorite superhero is Superman?

He is the first native Hawaiian to play in MLS and for the United States national team.

He ritualistically eats a Snickers bar before every game.

His favorite place to live is Maui.

His favorite place to go on vacation is Hawaii.

If he were not a soccer player, he would like to be a professional surfer.
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PA lobster t-shirt  $185, Billy Reid
Landreth jean  $165, Billy Reid
Bracelet by Maria Redman  $215, sloan/hall
Triskelion Running Guy charm by Ileana Makri  $1250, sloan/hall
Circle Cross charm by Ileana Makri  $1250, sloan/hall
Branch charm by Lena Skadegard  $350, sloan/hall
Takashi Murakami flower soccer ball  $400, sloan/hall
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Yoke navy pants  $139, Billy Reid
Triskelion Running Guy charm by Ileana Makri  $1250, sloan/hall
Circle Cross charm by Ileana Makri  $1250, sloan/hall
Branch charm by Lena Skadegard  $350, sloan/hall
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Tuxedo  $1855, Lucho
White tuxedo shirt  $255, Lucho
Stripe Tie  $155, Lucho
Cross Badge pendant by Philip Crangi  $335, sloan/hall
Paintings: “Circumspect” and “The Offering” by J. Antonio Farfan  $3,600 each, jantoniofarfan.com
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Shoals French cuff shirt  $135, Billy Reid
Loro Piano jacket  $695, Billy Reid
Shore brown pants  $125, Billy Reid
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I was too young to remember much of Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) when I fled with my
family in 1979. When I returned for the first time eighteen years later, I was wide-eyed with
anticipation. My motherland, a country that inevitably conjures images of conflict and war, was alive
with the energy of relentless work, survival, and hope. Entrepreneurs filled the city, nose to the
ground, plowing through their day in search of an extra dollar or two; success and forward progress
juxtaposed with peace and poverty.

Fast-forward just six years and four trips later…it is simply astonishing how quickly and dramatically
HCMC has changed. Air conditioning! Clean streets! Traffic laws! Department stores! Cutting edge
fashion! High-rise buildings, lustrous hotels, upscale restaurants and stylish boutiques abound. As
the industrial and commercial capital of Vietnam, HCMC has a distinctively cosmopolitan feel with
the charms of timeless traditions and culture. When once foreigners and tourists were stared at with
curiosity and amazement, they now flow through the streets of downtown Ho Chi Minh as common
fixtures. It’s official. HCMC is a flourishing tourist destination.

Visitors to HCMC will have their senses overloaded with the sights, sounds, and tastes the city
has to offer. If New York City is the city that never sleeps, HCMC is the city that never stops for a
breath. The streets are perpetually gushing at the seams as taxicabs, hired cars and scooters edge each
other out. Traffic in HCMC moves like water surging through a rocky riverbed: it ebbs and flows
through the streets, parting for obstructions and merging with other motorists. Crossing the street
is an art that requires a bit of timing and fearless commitment to get to the other side. During my
numerous trips to HCMC, I’ve seen countless tourists stranded on one
side of the road, looking longingly and desperately at their destination
on the other side, with no clearing of traffic in sight. Here’s the secret:
once you commit to crossing the road, put one foot in front of the other
in a slow and steady pace. Do not stop for anything unless it has four
wheels. Scooters will swerve around you as long as you move at a predictable
and consistent pace. They will honk, but do not stop. If you stop…well,
that’s unpredictable and you might lose a toe in the process.

Now that crossing the street no longer poses a problem, the options
are endless. The first order of business: food. Food is everywhere in HCMC.
Restaurants make up the majority of businesses and storefronts. Street
vendors spill out on every sidewalk. Fruit sellers carry their loads on
bikes and in baskets and travel up and down neighborhood streets. Markets
are bustling with people buying their daily groceries. The smells are
intoxicating and enticing. You will have done a great disservice to yourself if you allow yourself to
be hungry in HCMC. Vietnamese cuisine is not limited to rice dishes and pho (traditional Vietnamese
noodle soup). However, if you are easing your way into Vietnamese cuisine, head to Pho 24. With
several locations in HCMC, this highly successful restaurant attracts visitors and locals alike with
modern Asian deco interior, easy to read menus and a wide assortment of tropical and exotic fruit
smoothies. The ‘24’ in Pho 24 isn’t just a random number. They are open 24 hours a day, their famous
pho soup has 24 ingredients, and the cost of one bowl of pho is…well, you guessed it, 24,000 dong
(about $1.75).

To sample Vietnam’s finest seafood cuisine, make your way to Ngoc Suong Le Marina (19c Le
Quy Don, District 3). As one of HCMC’s newest and most expensive restaurants to construct, the
three-story building looks like a mansion on the outside and a luxury yacht on the inside. On a
breezy evening, sit outside in the garden to enjoy the lush landscaping. The food is an accurate
representation of the Vietnamese culture: an explosion of flavors with a touch of French influence.
Steamed shrimp are served clinging to the rim of a flaming coconut. The fish salad is accompanied
by peanut and garlic dipping sauce and an accoutrement of greens, banana flowers and star fruit.
Waiters spoon hot oil and soy sauce over raw fresh oysters. Order one lobster and have the chef
cook it two different ways: the lobster tail baked with fromage, the head and claws put in a broth
to sweeten a savory seafood soup.

Ho Chi Minh City
        Revisiting

T R A V E L

       As the industrial and
commercial capital of
        Vietnam, HCMC has a
distinctively cosmopolitan
         feel with the charms of
timeless traditions and culture

by  J U DY LE

Photography by Judy Le and Don Tom.
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   Often referred to as the “Paris of Asia,” with its
     wide avenues lined with magnificent trees and
French villas, HCMC is attracting visitors
                   from all over the globe.

For a truly authentic food experience, forget about
the linen napkins and fancy service and eat where the
locals eat. You will find small, family-owned restaurants
everywhere you look. A street called Thi Sach (about
two blocks behind the Opera House) is a good location
for local fare. Here you will find some of the staples,
like noodles, rice plates and seafood. You can also find
more exotic fare, like deer meat and quail. When in
doubt, just choose a place that is crowded with locals…the
Vietnamese are serious about their food, so amazing
food at cheap prices is plentiful.
from a full stomach to shop in HCMC. Many visitors
are pleasantly surprised by how incredible the shopping
can be. As the commercial Mecca of Vietnam, and with
dramatic growth in exports, everything under the sun
can be bought in HCMC at very affordable prices.
Visiting a market is mandatory if you want to say you’ve
been to HCMC. Ben Thanh Market (Le Loi Street),
on Patricia Schultz’s “1000 Things to See Before You
Die” list, is an eye-popping spectacle of controlled chaos.
Not only can you get anything you could possibly ever
want, but you can also get a glimpse of how Vietnamese
people live. The market is packed with tiny stalls selling
everything including designer shoes, tacky souvenirs,
socks, sweaters, automobile gadgets, kitchen utensils,
gold and diamond jewelry, salted plums, and snake liquor
(literally, snakes bottled in alcohol, thought to cure
impotency and other health issues). There are two rules

of thumb when browsing the market (or for that matter, any busy street
in HCMC). First, when walking, don’t look. When looking, don’t walk.
If you don’t follow this rule, you WILL trip and you WILL step on
something you wish you hadn’t. Second, bargain, bargain, bargain. As a
visitor walking into Ben Thanh, you practically have a neon sign pointing
at you announcing, “Big Spender!” If it doesn’t have a price tag on it,
you should be able to get the price down by one third, at a minimum.

Once you’ve had enough of the local flare, head over to the numerous
new department stores that have sprung up around HCMC. Diamond
Plaza (34 Le Duan St) is a three story modern building that has fashion-
forward merchandise from Gucci, Ralph Lauren and other brand name
lines, to local designers. Part of the appeal of shopping in Vietnam is
walking along the streets in central HCMC and stepping into any store

that catches the eye. Dong Khoi Street
is one of the best for shopping. You’ll
find everything from art galleries, fine
lacquer and home furnishing to silk
and high fashion. Khai Silk (107 Dong
Khoi St) is emerging as one of the
premier silk and fashion boutiques.
Beautiful dresses, fine silk ties, and
unique accessories attract locals and
tourists alike. Most boutique shops
can do alterations on the spot, and
many can do custom work in one day’s time.

As Vietnam’s hippest and liveliest cities, it isn’t a surprise that the
nightlife in HCMC is just as hot and steamy as the weather. The liveliest
nightlife attractions are compacted in the city’s center, in District 1.
There are plenty of bars and clubs to choose from. Q Bar, in the basement
of the Opera House, is the hippest joint in town with modish martinis
and cutting edge music. The mix of historic architecture and modern
décor attract an eclectic mix of people. Situated on the top floor of the
Caravelle Hotel, Saigon Saigon is a popular nightspot for the live music
and terrific views. Whether it’s the name, the music, or the scene at
Apocalypse Now (2B-2C Thi Sach Street), everyone from backpackers
to wealthy locals come here to throw back a few.

Then there are the coffee shops…I’m not sure if the Vietnamese
drink a lot of coffee because there are a lot of coffee shops or the other
way around. Regardless, there is a coffee shop in every nook and cranny
in HCMC. The cafes that are appearing in HCMC these days are three
to four story buildings with lush landscaping, large windows and terraces
for people-watching, and music videos on every flat screen. When night
falls, coffee shops are THE place to be and be seen among the locals. All
shops sell coffee, of course, but the menu extends to cocktails, beers,
tropical fruit smoothies and ice cream.

HCMC proves that “Vietnam” is no longer just a war that was once
fought, but is a vibrant, bustling city with all the energy of a Western
metropolis. Often referred to as the “Paris of Asia,” with its wide avenues
lined with magnificent trees and French villas, HCMC is attracting
visitors from all over the globe. With tantalizing food, posh shopping,
electric nightlife, and all the charms of tradition and culture, HCMC
lures visitors back again and again.
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What are the major themes that surround your work?

Breaking illusions not only from perceptual
phenomenon but also from cultural or social matters.

Why is pixilation important?

The direction of the development in digital technology
is making things as real as possible. A pixel is a good
factor that can reveal the nature of digital imaging
without its seductive high quality imitation of analog
photographs.

Currently, even though you are a new Houston resident,
you are completing a residency at the Omi International
Arts Center in New York. What is your current project?

They gave me a studio that used to be a barn, and
it has many gaps and openings in the space. I’m trying
to emphasize these cheap constructional mistakes
by putting sculptures manipulated to fit into those
gaps and openings.

For such a young artist, you have shown your work
all over the world, including Korea (your homeland),
Japan, and several states in the U.S. You seem very
modest for such an accomplished artist.

Well, I’m not that young physically even though I’m
still young in my career. Honestly, I’m in an emerging
artist category and not beyond that, yet.

Your next local project might be based on Houston’s
downtown skyline. Being at CSAW (Commerce Street
Artists Warehouse) provides a perfect venue for an urban
scene in Houston, wouldn’t you agree?

Yes, the location of CSAW is a very interesting part
of its character. I believe the real experience of living
close to the core of Houston will give me many
interesting ideas related to the city.

The digital print has revolutionized the common man’s
ability to reproduce images. Why do you use digital
prints and what do they mean in your work?

Digital prints/images are currently the most popular
fake representation of imagery as painting and
photography was in the old days. It affects the way people perceive the
world in which they are living, and I’m interested in screwing up the
relation between reproduced images and human perception.

The piece, Chinese Trojan Horse, 2006, has some heavily loaded historical
and material based ideas, as well as being beautifully crafted. The process
of making this piece must have been laborious. Do you find that the process
of working in this way has sedative qualities?

I had to be careful to control the labor
intensity to be effective in my work.
The bridge part of the work was quite
tedious to keep its crafty aspect in
fabrication, but that was necessary to
represent the labor of Chinese train
track workers in the 1860’s in
California.

You have remarked before that you like
to “transform or remake objects”,
referencing scientific theory and

understanding part-as-a-whole and whole-as-a-part.
This theme seems to be a strong undercurrent in your
ideas. Several pieces have images within images?

I like to reposition familiar objects into the middle
of reality and illusion, identities, 2D and 3D spaces,
and past and present. In that mode, I can mix, reverse,
and recreate them to create something new, and that
is quite fun for me.

Hollywood had a great affect on your perception of
the U.S. In what ways does reality conflict with the
tinseltown image?

Hollywood movies, especially the ones that are
internationally distributed, usually have too strong
a power behind them. It can sometimes be ideological,
political, or capital, and they easily blind the audience
with the flickering that tinseltown uses to break
anything that opposes the power.

Describe your childhood.

I was a shy little boy who liked to draw all day long
on any tiny paper I could find. I felt that the world
behind the paper and drawing was more special
and safer.

You produced Negative Exposure, 2005, a deconstructed
comic book work, by hacking apart a Spiderman comic
book. The sculpture is web-like but also very abstract,
which suggests that you are interested in both the abstract
and the narrative in your work.

I like the tight marriage between form and concept
in artwork. The shape of the web, Spiderman comic
book, meaning of storytelling, sequence, and figures
are all connected. It’s difficult to separate them from
each other in the work.

Many of your large-scale structures reflect incredible
feats of engineering and finesse. How do you create
the support systems for pieces like Interstate Junction,
2003, and Omaha Downtown Cruiser, 2006?

Actually, I approach my installation work more
like a painter than sculptor. The structures only

have basic forms, and then I focus more on their surface to create a
complicated space.

Who wins: Spiderman, Batman, or Superman?

Superman rules. He’s supposed to save the world and has the power of
propaganda.

by  FR ANCES TROTTER

Picking Up The Pieces

Young-Min Kang

A R T  &  C U L T U R E

Young-Min Kang in his studio

Currently a resident at Commerce Street Artists Warehouse, Young-Min Kang creates highly evolved constructions and beautiful

ambitious installation art. He recently relocated to Houston from Austin after receiving his Masters at the University of

Texas-Austin. His talent earned him a grant from the Pollock-Krasner Foundation and he has shown his art in Korea, Japan,

and in many U.S. cities. Young-Min’s work mimics the chaos systems theory of parts making up a whole. He employs technology,

using digital prints to construct huge pieces made out of millions of bits of paper or objects, such as Bamboo chopsticks and

Ramen noodles. His themes vary from spaceships to abstract pieces that could fill a room. This interview was conducted in

New York where Young-Min is currently completing a residency for the Art Omi International Residency in Ghent.

   I’m interested in
 screwing up the
   relation between
reproduced images
  and human
        perception.

Upper right: Interstate Junction

Center top: Exposure

Center bottom: Trojan Horse

Lower left: Omaha Cruiser

Lower right: Slice of a Day
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Dance of Asian America Performance
Held at Hobby Center for the Performing Arts, Zilkha Hall
East Meets West 4: The Four Seasons

Shayne Newell, David Newell, Sheshadn Kumar

Rehana Sarwar, Sheena Sharma, Anila Sharma

Shantha Raghuthaman, Cindy Sterling, Christine Starkman, MFAH Curator

Joseph Tornberg, Barbara Loggins

Lana Sadler, Hanh Nguyen

Christie Chen, George Gee Janie Yao, Hon. Jinzhou Hua, Janie Parker

Asians Against Domestic Abuse
Held at Houston Museum of Fine Arts,
Caroline Wiess Law Building

Tansu 2nd Annual Origami Festival
Held at Tansu and featuring Linda Mihara

Linda Mihara

T.J. Fu, Lara Hill, Linda Mihara

Joan SonShern Min Chow

Janie Yao, Leeshan Birney Mrs. Zhao, Mitsi Shen, Hon. Jinzhou Hua, Janie Yao, Zhao Hai Sheng

Sponsored by
Imperia Vodka and
Mo Mong Restaurant
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For Rajesh Anandan, the term “fashion statement” takes on a whole new
meaning. Through his clothing line, uba, Anandan has designed a line of t-shirts
that say “Why Not Peace?” in six languages, with profits from sales donated to
various charities.

Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish were selected because
they are the official languages of the United Nations. The bold design and colors
of the shirts are innovative and do not conform to current fashion trends. Anandan

states that they “incorporate
stylistic elements from combat
uniforms common to the worst
war-torn regions of the world”.
Included as part of the pre-
collection of uba’s Fall line, the
t-shirts were launched at the Peel
Gallery with the exhibit Peace
Soldiers. Anandan describes the
exhibit as a series of photographs
of soldiers from Texas who have
been (or will soon be) engaged
in combat. Each photograph

portrays a soldier wearing one of the t-shirts and is accompanied by a statement
describing what peace means to them. The designer realizes that most people have
misconceptions of what soldiers think about peace. “By providing a microphone
for the many perspectives on peace, we hope to reframe the popular dialog around
this issue in a compelling, accessible and non-partisan manner: peace is for everyone,
so why not peace?”

Anandan’s clothing line, uba, reflects the merging of two very distinct ideas.
Firstly, fashion should be comfortable and interesting. Secondly, clothing should
have a social conscious. While striving to design visually stimulating and well

designed clothing, Anandan also hopes that his clothes say more than what is
trendy for the season. He wants to make clothes that will serve as a microphone
of sorts, that would “be able to express an evolved social consciousness.”

Uba wear is a non-profit organization with a very democratic way of deciding
which charities will receive donations from profits. Anandan says that uba customers
essentially become “shareholders” and although they do not profit from sales they
are vital in another way. “We send a message to all our customers letting them
know how much profit will be distributed to the cause, and presenting them with
a handful of projects to be voted on. This ensures that we are fully transparent in
terms of the distribution of profits, and it gives our customers a voice in shaping
how we contribute to peace efforts around the world.”

Anandan’s global views have been molded by the worldly influences upon his
life. His present day job with the United Nation’s Global Fund, along with past
experiences, have also shaped him. Born in unstable Sri Lanka, Anandan had
trouble “fitting in” as he is of mixed decent and because his parents were from
different regions of Sri Lanka. Due to civil conflict, Anandan left the country as
a teenager and has lived in various places around the world. Of his past, he states,
“my story is not uncommon, with the exception that I was lucky enough to be
able to leave. I strongly believe, as naïve and idealistic as it may seem, that we’re
not so different from each other and that we can resolve any differences that we
may have peacefully.”

Anandan intended to use the “Why Not Peace?” t-shirts to familiarize the
public with his brand and to introduce the Fall line, but the shirts have taken on
a life of their own. Their popularity has spurred uba to develop a full collection
based on peace for the fall and, of course, more t-shirts. The future includes a
men’s line for the Fall/Winter and expanding into a woman’s line for the
Spring/Summer. Anandan’s social conscious continues to gain strength along with
his creative pursuits. “Beyond peace, the concept, of course, lends itself to other
causes and we hope to translate it to different social issues over time.”

by  CH RISTI  HANG

Hop on the Peace Train

Rajesh Anandan

F A S H I O N  &  C H A N G I N G  T H E  W O R L D

While striving to design
   visually stimulating
        and well designed
clothing, Anandan also
 hopes that his clothes
   say more than what is
   trendy for the season
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